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Liniar thanks you for your service!
At Liniar, we usually design and manufacture windows, 
doors, roofs, decking and fencing products at our 
HQ in Derbyshire. But during the COVID19 crisis, it’s 
become apparent that there’s a need to take our 
innovation and design expertise to create something 
more beneficial to our communities, and to help our 
treasured key workers all across the country.

We started producing small batches of these visors 
on our 3D printer, but we are now producing up to 
5,000 pairs per day after investing in an injection 
mould tool. We’ll continue to manufacture visors 
while ever there’s a need.

Please use them to keep yourselves safe and 
protect your families, and rest assured that there 
are many of us out there continuing to support 
and applaud your efforts.

The visors are designed for simple assembly. Slide the 
acetate sheet into the grip clip on one side and place 
the punched holes over the four pegs, in order.

Assembly
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Complete the assembly by sliding the 
acetate sheet into the final grip clip.
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If wearing the visor for a long period of time, you may 
wish to stick a length of foam tape inside the head-
band, for comfort.

Suggestions

Whilst the headband is made to grip to your head, we 
have also hooked the ends – this allows you to attach 
an elastic band for extra tension if required.

Keep in touch!
We’d love to know if our team’s efforts have made 
a positive difference to you and your organisation. 
Please follow us on social media and get in touch 
to let us know!
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Thank you once again for everything you are 
doing during this crisis!

#LoveLiniar

·  The frames are made from medical grade 
polypropylene, meaning they can be sterilised.

· The face shield is made from acetate sheeting.

·  Assembly takes a matter of seconds and no 
tools are required.

·  A full range of motion is possible - the visors will 
remain in place thanks to their snug fit.

·  There is space to comfortably wear a breathing 
mask at the same time.
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